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Jumbo Monument’s New 
Brunswick Connection 
By Kevin Day-Thorburn, FRCNA

Jumbo the African Elephant, by all accounts, was a fantastic creature.  
He dwarfed other pachyderms and even did his part to change the 
English language as the word “jumbo,” which we now take for 
granted, met its origins from this elephant’s very name.

This noble animal’s life waxed tragedy from nearly its very 
beginning, captured by hunters who killed his mother and sold to the 
London Zoo at the age of four.  As with most cases of animal 
exploitation, Jumbo’s life was a troubled one.  Here he was forced to 
give rides to children and subsisted on a sub-par diet that lead to 
painful tooth and bone malformations.  When his skeleton was 
examined, experts said that although he was only 24 at the time of 
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his death, he possessed the frame of an elephant of 60.

He was sold to P. T. Barnum at the age of 21 and shipped to New York City where the circus made a lot of 
money showing off the “biggest elephant” in the world.  In 1885, while at a stop in St. Thomas, Ontario, Jumbo 
was killed in a collision with a freight train and the world mourned the loss.

While most accounts talk of an untimely accident, there is a conspiracy theory of sorts that Jumbo’s death was 
on purpose, meaning he was guided in front of the train, perhaps as a way for Barnum to release himself from 
possible animal cruelty allegations that could come from having a sick animal and gain publicity from the 
tragedy. “The Greatest Showman on Earth” would be the person who could bring such a plan to fruition.

One hundred years after Jumbo’s death a committee was formed to erect a monument in St. Thomas in 
commemoration and the structure was designed and crafted in Sussex, New Brunswick by noted artist, Winston 
Bronnum.

You may or may not be familiar with Bronnum’s name, but you undoubtedly know many of his works.  
Winston had a passion for animal sculptures, eventually starting his own theme park in the 1960s in Penobsquis 
called Animaland.  The park would be ingrained into the memories of many children of that era and closed 
some time in the 1990s.  Animaland billed itself as a "sculptured zoo,” and was infinitely less cruel than the 
conditions creatures like Jumbo are forced into.  The concrete animals really are works of art, one look at Blow 
Hard the broken down race horse will tell you that, and they make a statement. 

Other works of his include the Cow Bay 
Moose in Halifax, NS, the Maugerville 
Potato, and the Gladstone Horse in 
Saint John, but Bronnum’s masterpiece 
came shortly before his death with The 
World’s Largest Lobster in Shediac.

The Animaland statues still exist and 
the park is now operated as a 
campground.

In 1985, the city of St. Thomas issued a 
trade token with a representation of the 
Jumbo tragedy.  It was struck by the 
Sherritt Mint in versions of nickel-
bonded steel, aureate steel, bronze plate, 
rhodium plate, gold plate, and pure 
silver.  Shown is the silver version, 
which had a mintage of 601.
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September Meeting Presentation
After we’re caught up on the happenings of the summer, we’ll present a video on the Perth Mint of Australia.  
The Perth Mint has been a rival for our Royal Canadian Mint and produces many innovative collector coins.  
They even have the world’s biggest, heaviest gold coin which was unveiled this year.

Speaking of Gold
Did you realize this infamous precious metal hit an all-time high recently?  It easily exceeded $2000 per ounce 
Canadian, topping at $2062.  As I write this it’s hovering right around $2000 still.  Perhaps it’s a good time to 
sell?  Or maybe it’s still time to buy with all the economic uncertainty surrounding us?  Wouldn’t it be nice to 
know the answer!

Legal Tender Banknotes
Are you aware many Bank of Canada notes are set to lose their legal tender status on January 1st, 2021?  This 
will affect $1, $2, $25, $500 and $1,000 notes.  Does that mean they won’t be worth anything?  No. They will 
retain their face value if turned in at a financial institution or the Bank of Canada, but it may be wise to have a 
coin dealer look at your 1935 $25 commemorative note before surrendering it to the bank!

Uncirculated 1935 Bank of Canada $25 in the Geoffrey Bell Auctions Ltd Annual Premier Auction
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